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Ryder Richards’ installation, The Idyll, is a hybrid between a pulpit and science fiction control station: a
modernist temple to information complete with security cameras, recessed lighting, digital projections,
and panels of quasi-unintelligible text and formulas. Upon entering the exhibition the participant can
be documented, image projected, and stripped of identity markers conforming to a Universalist ideal: a
dissipation of “self” into simplified aesthetic phenomena. Reacting to Walter Benjamin’s notion of the
detached image of cinema living a more rich, travelled, and complex life than the actor, Ryder hopes to
thwart this aggrandizement of “self image” in a more Eastern sensibility: dissolution of self to merge with
the whole, a sacrifice of identity for communality.

The Idyll
Ryder Richards’ installation, The Idyll takes the conventional white cube gallery space and turns it
into a stripped down, unadorned temple of high modernism with a sci-fi twist. Based on the layout of
Houston’s Rothko chapel, an angled wall built by Richards forms the installation’s backdrop and suggests
an octagonal space. Richards’ octagon is not enclosed and complete though. Visitors enter through an
opening and find at the center of the installation a clean white “altar” that looks as if it could have been
ripped out of the command center of an intergalactic spaceship or a futuristic nightclub with its large
black speakers and amplifier bathed in the purple glow of black lights. Leading to this altar/command
center is an AstroTurf carpet that lines the central axis of the installation to form a processional pathway.
This pathway is scattered with small platonic solids and flanked by rows of triangle-shaped “pews” that
glow from within.

As one enters this ambulatory space and stands in the central axis of the installation, a security camera
captures your image and projects it on the angled wall behind the central pulpit. It mimics a window
out of a spaceship that would look out to the infinite galaxy, but instead self-referentially reflects back
the viewer’s silhouette amid a green and purple pulsations of color that look like night vision goggles
gone psychedelic. Viewers may only be able to tell that the shadowy figure is actually a live video feed by
noticing how their movement corresponds to the slightly delayed video image. This feedback loop is a nod
to the surveillance state and our now constant conversion of our body into a digital image with security
cameras, selfies, and social media. Instead of distinguishing ourselves from the masses, our unique
identity is stripped away. As one approaches the altar and walks down the faux-grass pathway, the mood
becomes more menacing. The speakers sitting on the white structure are triggered by motion sensors and
play a loud droning sound Richards created by mixing church bells with the roar of a truck engine.

In The Idyll, everything that could be legible is abstracted, either cloaked in black or whited out and
simply absent. Formally echoing the video projection’s shadowy silhouettes, prints are composed of black
geometric shapes made from rubbed graphite and lamp black pigment. These prints line the octagonal
space’s walls and are translations of an actual photograph of the Rothko chapel, but most of the
information has been reduced to black and white, like a CIA-redacted or blacklisted version of the chapel.
The solid black geometric shapes bring to mind the drawings and prints by Richard Serra and James Turrell.
Pieces of text, scientific equations, and diagrams are inscribed on these prints and on white panels that
also line the walls. Richards’ blacked out pieces of text and formulas read like unintelligible classified
documents, and take on the feel of conspirator’s lair or someone attempting to crack an obfuscated code.
The language of geometric abstraction is conflated with scientific thought and secrecy. At the center

of The Idyll is a doubt or skepticism about just what the cool, abstract forms of geometric modernism
communicate. Does a belief in their power amount to a new kind of religious awe? If seen as the
evolution or progression of art to a more advanced state, how does this relate to advances in science and
mathematics? What is the connection between artistic and scientific/technological utopianism?
Richards does not provide answers. He mixes, conflates, and layers the formal qualities of modernist
abstraction, sci-fi aesthetics (think early Star Trek, and 2001: A Space Oydssey), and scientific positivism
(Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic dome and platonic solids) to propose a new kind of eerie sanctuary full of
skepticism and uncertainty.
~ Joshua Fischer
Assistant Curator, Rice University Gallery, Houston
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